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Introduction
Compensation for geometric uncertainties when planning external beam radiation treatment is traditionally accomplished through the application of margins, expanding the Clinical Target Volume (CTV) to a Planning Target Volume (PTV), or an Organ At Risk (OAR) to a Planning organ-at-Risk Volume (PRV). These surrogate volumes are then used both for plan optimization and plan evaluation purposes. However, such surrogate volumes offer only limited information about the dose that will likely be absorbed in the various tissues. Probability based plan optimization techniques which do not use PTV margins are under development [1] . Furthermore, Monte Carlo plan evaluation techniques based on population statistics of geometric uncertainties have been proposed [2] [3] [4] . Recently, ICRU report 83 stated that confidence intervals on absorbed dose should be considered part of Level 2 (state-of-the-art techniques) or Level 3 (optional research-and-development) reporting whenever possible [5] .
Monte Carlo plan evaluation relies on the estimation of dose absorbed in tissues for many [3] been described using Standard Deviations (SDs) of systematic and random translations and rotations. In this work we extend this description to the case of multiple ROIs [6] and/or multiple dose distributions [7] , for which correlated uncertainties may exist. For example, patient alignment based on bony structures could result in correlated systematic errors in multiple tumors, while correction based on a variable tumor position could induce correlated random errors in lymph node positions. Like the SDs, such correlations should be measured from patient series for each imaging and set-up protocol.
Methods

PlanJury
A standalone command-line software tool 'PlanJury' was developed for the Microsoft Windows, Oracle Solaris and GNU/Linux operating systems. PlanJury is configured from a MS Windows ini-style file, and will read 3D planned dose and structure data from files exported using the scripting capability of Philips Pinnacle, or from an in-house developed file format. Structures may be read in as contour sets, CT masks or surface triangulations.
A cloud of random points is generated representing a specified ROI. Systematic translational and optional rotational errors are sampled from Gaussian distributions, and for each systematic error N frac random errors. Every volume point is transformed using a systematic error and each of the associated random errors consecutively, dose values are acquired at the transformed locations using trilinear interpolation, and accumulated dose is computed with and/or without α/β correction. The accumulated dose values are summarized in a dose-volume histogram per systematic instance. An efficient computational structure was established by first preparing all necessary transformation matrices, which can then be used by all random volume points. The loop over all (≈ 10 4 ) random points is parallelized using an OpenMP pragma in the C++ language, using a single atomic (i.e. non-parallel) statement to accumulate the DVH values.
From the sampled DVHs per systematic instance, any number of dosimetric parameters may be extracted.
For example, by specifying the lines GTV.DVH.1.Dose = 95% and GTV.DVH.1.Volume = 99% in the ini-file, PlanJury will return the probability of acquiring at least 95% of dose prescription to 99% of the GTV. The lines GTV.DVH.2.Prob = 90% and GTV.DVH.2.Volume = 99% could be added to also return the dose which is absorbed at 90% confidence in 99% of the GTV. Similarly, confidence levels and/or expectation values of EUD, TCP and NTCP can be computed.
Multiple ROIs
PlanJury may combine multiple ROIs into a compound volume. Error standard deviations can be set per sub-volume, and correlation coefficients for similar errors (e.g. systematic translations in the left-right direction) between sub-volumes can be specified. Gaussian errors generated using the Box-Muller transform are converted into correlated samples using a linear transformation based on the spectral decomposition of the covariance matrices (e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multivariate normal distribution).
The way in which dose in the compound volume needs to be scored depends on the clinical relation between the sub-volumes. Two modes of operation are available to work with a compound volume: Combined. Transformations on the random dots are performed per sub-volume, and dots are combined into a single DVH per systematic instance. This mode can e.g. be used to compute the minimum dose to either of a number of delineated targets.
Separately. The sampling process results in DVHs per systematic instance for every sub-volume separately. When extracting the dosimetric parameters, a qualifier (e.g. Minimum) specifies which DVH to select for any given systematic instance. This mode can e.g. be used to handle the situation in which one out of two (or more) functioning organs ensures uncomplicated outcome, and one is interested in the maximum dose to the remaining organ (receiving lowest dose).
Multiple dose distributions
Treatment plans containing multiple dose distributions can be handled by defining a number of sets. Each of these sets contain a number of dose distributions to be delivered on the same days. Accumulation is always performed without α/β correction for doses within a set, whereas accumulation over sets (i.e. different days) may include fractionation effects. Systematic and random SDs can be specified per dose distribution, and correlation coefficients between doses can be specified for similar random errors within a set, and for systematic errors both within and between sets. (It is assumed random errors may correlate during a day but not from one day to another.) Multiple dose distributions and multiple targets may be combined.
Testing geometries
Testing geometries were prepared based on a 5 cm spherical target (modeled as a geodesic sphere) and perfectly conforming dose with a Gaussian penumbra (SD pen = 0.32 cm). A 1 mm dose grid resolution was used, and the sphere was sampled with a density of 250 random points per cc. Dose prescription was set at 66 Gy in 24 fractions. Systematic and random errors were assumed to be SD = 0.3 cm, and the margin between target and the 95% isodose was fine-tuned such that PlanJury would estimate a 90.0% probability of receiving 95% dose prescription to 99.9% of the spherical volume. Geometries were created for the case of two targets, two OARs, and two overlapping dose distributions ( fig. 1a-c) .
Results
Computations were performed on a workstation with dual Intel Xeon X5650 hexa-core processors running at 2.67GHz and hyper-threading enabled, thus capable of computing 24 threads simultaneously. For a given number of systematic error samples, stochastic residuals were estimated by repeating the determination of each result based on the fig. 1a ) are listed in table 1. For true minimum dose computations (volume = 100%) the results for fully correlated motion would be expected to be identical to the case of a single CTV. However, the computation of true minimum dose in the sampled CTV would depend on a single random point, resulting in considerable stochastic fluctuations. As a compromise, near-minimum dose computations for 99.9% of the volume were performed. For the near-minimum dose the computed probability of P = 89.9% still corresponds well with the fine-tuned single CTV probability of P = 90.0%. For fully uncorrelated motion the confidence is less at P = 83.2%
Two OARs
Results for the two OARs partially covered by high dose (fig. 1b) are listed in table 2. It is seen that the probability of receiving no higher than 20 Gy to whichever OAR happens to receive the lowest mean dose is highest for fully correlated motion and decreases with the correlation coefficients, but is always higher than the corresponding probability in either of the OARs separately (results for OAR 2 are the same as for OAR 1 and are omitted).
Two dose distributions
In the case of two abutting dose distributions ( fig. 1c ) the DVH analysis for fully correlated motion is similar to the case of a perfectly conformal dose distribution (table 3) ; the slight increase to P = 90.8% can be contributed to the effectively larger margin behind the joining interface. For uncorrelated uncertainties cold spots can occur near the joining interface, and as a result the probability of delivering adequate dose to the CTV decreases to 61.7%.
Discussion
By concentrating on a single spherical target with an idealized perfectly conformal dose distribution, the original work [3] on DVH sampling could lead to the (in)famous margin recipe M = 2.5Σ + 0.7σ. In the current work we have extended this sampling approach and considered more complicated clinical circumstances, involving multiple ROIs or multiple dose distributions.
To describe such situations, correlations between the errors which occur need to be addressed. As there may be many different ways in which complications could present, we did not strive for parametrized simplifications (recipes). Instead, we developed a software tool which may be clinically deployed to perform probability based plan evaluation under various clinically challenging circumstances. By applying this tool to idealized test situations we have connected our results to those published before, and plotted out the ways the results may change for various challenging clinical scenarios. The rationale to combine volumes when computations are performed for two or more targets is that the clonogenic cells present in all target sub-volumes should receive adequate dose to ensure global tumor control. Likewise, we have shown how to handle two OARs with a common physiological function, and for which one of the organs can suffice to ensure uncomplicated treatment outcome. On the other hand, we did not consider correlations between dose deposition to e.g. tumors and OARs, or to OARs with independent functionality. Coherent motion patterns and patient setup errors can certainly result in correlated dose deposition in such volumes. However, correlations between the associated clinical effects are typically not relevant. The reason is that dose-effects are assumed to be local, and the clinical effects are assumed not to influence one another. For this reason, clinical trials are usually not separately analyzed for toxicity in patient subgroups with and without treatment failure, nor for failure depending on the occurrence of toxicity.
For treatment sites involving tissue inhomogeneities and/or air-tissue interfaces (such as lung and head-and-neck) the 3D dose distribution may itself be sensitive to the occurrence of geometrical variations. Especially for charged particle therapies this sensitivity may be high. Then, Monte Carlo plan evaluation should re-evaluate the dose as geometries are sampled, and distinguish rigid patient setup errors from organ motion, which should be described as patient deformations. Population based methods to generate patient geometries using principal component analysis have been investigated [8, 9] , but full 3D dose reconstruction for the numerous sampled geometries may be impractical.
While the tools described here enable advanced treatment plan evaluation, they do not directly suggest how to improve a plan which does not meet clinical requirements. A solution would be to incorporate the techniques involving multiple ROIs and/or dose distributions also in plan optimization software [1] , a major effort which was not yet endeavored.
Conclusions
An efficient and flexible tool for probabilistic plan evaluation was developed, able to handle challenging clinical planning circumstances. PlanJury can provide important plan quality information unavailable in conventional PTV or PRV based evaluations, thus aiding the creation of treatment plans with an improved balance between the probability of proper target dose on the one hand and the risk of treatment induced complications on the other.
